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68a Sunday, February 16, 2014molecule fluorescence energy transfer (smFRET) technique. The assay was first
prepared in a Naþ free condition and the majority of the DNA was in its un-
looped form. A sudden Naþ jump was introduced at different concentrations
(0.05-1.75M) and finally yielded DNA in its looping state by annealing the
complementary single-strand overhangs of the assay. Looping and unlooping
rates were obtained from the kinetic measurements. The result shows a positive
and negative linear dependence of the Naþ concentration to the looping and un-
looping rate, respectively, until they reach a plateau at 500 mM. The plateau
persists until about 1M. For concentrations beyond 1M, an immoderate increase
in looping rate is noticed while the unlooping rate does so gradually. Above 1M
Naþ there is a preference of looping events that is attributed to the increase of
the annealing rate of the overhangs rather than increased flexibility, consistent
with earlier studies by Ibrahim Cisse et al. (2012).
A protein mediated cyclization assay was also used in experiments with HU
protein in which a dramatic increase in the looping rate is noticeable. However
in high HU concentration, looping is prohibited implying filament formation.
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Fluorophores in close proximity to metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are promising
systems to develop sensors, especially in the fields of cellular tracking and im-
aging. Metallic NPs can modify the emission of fluorescent molecules by
increasing the excitation and emission rates (plasmonic enhancement). Using
the orbital tracking method, here we track 20nm gold NPs inside the nuclei
of Chok1 cells that have been transfected with a plasmid expressing H2B-
mCherry or H2B-GFP histone proteins. Then the gold nanoparticles are in-
serted inside the nuclei. We show that, during tracking, gold NPs have different
movement inside the nucleus. We observed a confined movement in which the
nanoparticles are restricted in specific areas and long directed movement con-
necting these confined movement areas. During the movement the gold nano-
particles interact with the surroundings and give fluorescent enhancement of
specific fluorophores with different emission spectra. The enhancement due
to the proximity of gold NP and fluorophores inside the nucleus appears as
emission spikes of different colors presumably according to the color of the
fluorescent molecules in close proximity at the nanoparticles. In this study to
discriminate between the different emission colors observed along the nanopar-
ticle trajectories, we use the general polarization function (GP). The GP value
changes suddenly along the trajectory and along the orbit we use during
tracking and gave us information about the color emission of the proteins
that are in close proximity at the gold nanoparticles at the nanoscale.
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In prokaryotes, genes are typically expressed unless switched off by repressor
protein binding at or near the transcriptional start site. The lac operon is a
classic model of this genetic switch, which also illustrates repression facilitated
by DNA looping. In E. coli, lac repressor (LacI) simultaneously binds two
distant operator sequences forming a closed loop containing the regulated pro-
moter. Previous looping studies have shown RNA polymerase (RNAP) and
LacI compete for overlapping DNA binding sites. Although elements of the
lac operon have been extensively studied, fundamental questions remain. Our
current work explores the following questions: Is gene repression by DNA
looping observed in the absence of direct competition between LacI and
RNAP? To what extent is RNAP excluded from a promoter simply by strong
DNA bending? To address these questions we created two families of repres-
sion loops where a promoter was placed centrally between two operators.
Each family of constructs systematically positioned the promoter on different
helical faces of the looped DNA to deconvolute the repressive effect of DNA
deformation from topological repression due to steric hindrance. RNAP bind-
ing to these constructs was assayed in living E. coli cells (-/þ induction) by
a standard enzymatic assay of reporter activity, and by ChIP. Our results sup-
port several interesting conclusions: i) DNA bending strain dramatically re-
presses the test promoter (~100-fold relative to non-looping single-operator
constructs) even in the absence of binding competition; ii) DNA looping is de-
stabilized ~10-fold upon gene induction, emphasizing that inducer-saturated
LacI is still competent to bind DNA; iii) promoter topology (i.e. outside vs. in-
side of the DNA loop) has a ~10-fold effect on RNAP binding and gene expres-
sion. These results illustrate and quantitate how gene regulation can beachieved by DNA deformation in the absence of direct protein-protein binding
site competition.
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Genomic DNA is subjected to strong torsional stresses during processes like
transcription and replication. Emerging evidence suggests that such torsional
stresses might serve critical functions in the cell nucleus. Most experimental
and theoretical work so far has focused on understanding the supercoiling of
the naked DNA, but little is known about how torsional stresses are stored,
propagated, and relieved within the chromatin fiber. Here we investigate the
torsional behavior of nucleosome arrays by using Brownian dynamics simula-
tions of a coarse-grained model of chromatin fiber. By rotating one end of the
array in a step-wise manner while keeping the other end fixed, we measure the
equilibrium extension of the array as a function of the applied twist. The
measured twist-extension profiles display an asymmetry shape with a shifted
maximal extension. The magnitude and sign of the observed shift depends
strongly on the internucleosomal ‘‘phase’’ angle resulting from the helical twist
of the linker DNA. Moreover, moderate values of the phase angle lead to broad
plateau at the maxima in the twist-extension plots while extreme values of the
angle lead to sharper maxima. By tracing different nucleosome states in the ro-
tations, we show that the plateau results from a conformational transition be-
tween open and negatively crossed states of individual nucleosomes with a
minimal twisting energy cost, explaining high torsional resilience of the array.
Indeed, the torsional rigidity of the array extracted from twisting energies is
significantly smaller than that of naked DNA. Finally, we construct the kymo-
graph of rotational autocorrelation function for each segment of the array,
which clearly visualizes the effect of phase angle on the propagation of twist.
This work provides one of the first detailed pictures of supercoiled chromatin
and how eukaryotic DNAmight relieve its torsional stresses through conforma-
tional transitions in the nucleosome.
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Accurate propagation of genetic material is essential for life. Yet, DNA is
constantly being bombarded by various external factors resulting in millions
of lesions per day. Lesions include modified bases, backbone nicks, and single
stranded gaps. The presence of such lesions could lead to differences in the
conformational dynamics of DNA, suggesting a potential mechanism for
DNA repair enzymes to locate damages. To investigate how the presence of le-
sions affects the conformational dynamics of DNA, Fo¨rster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) was used. The DNA samples contained internally modified
Cy3/Cy5 dyes. Each DNA sample was designed to have a different lesion
such as a nick or abasic site. Higher FRET efficiencies were expected if the
DNA was more dynamic. However, only small differences in the FRET effi-
ciency were found. Therefore, time-resolved anisotropy was used in combina-
tion with FRET, where faster acceptor emission depolarization is indicative of
more dynamic DNA. To gain an understanding of the atomistic details, molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed and MD trajectories analyzed
in terms of global and local structural quantities such as bending angle and heli-
coidal parameters. Both experiments and simulations showed that nicked DNA
behaves similarly to intact DNA. However, the introduction of a single stranded
gap of nucleotides increases the dynamic behavior of the DNA. While a nick
alone did not change the conformational dynamics of the DNA, the introduction
of a mismatch base or abasic site increased conformational dynamics by weak-
ening the hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions around the nick. The com-
bination of experimental and computational results suggests that the disruption
of local structural stability leads to global conformational changes.
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Stage 0 melanoma is an early pathology referred to as melanoma in situ. This
stage of tumor growth is limited to the epidermis. We investigated the
